Science Project Oral Report guidelines:

Your Oral report is a class presentation summarizing your Science project. The oral presentation is worth 25% of your science project grade (100/400) and will be an easy A if you follow the following guidelines:

- Practice your presentation in front of your family so that you are comfortable with what you plan to say.
- Make flash cards to keep your presentation organized.
- Do not read from your display board… know your material!
- Maintain eye contact with your audience.

Your presentation should be organized in the following manner:
- Introduce your project (state the problem) , and tell us why you chose this project.
- Share a few interesting highlights from your research.
- Explain your Hypothesis.
- Tell us about your experimental procedure… step by step. Did you run into any problems?
- Tell us about your results… was there anything unusual in your results?
- What is your conclusion, and was your hypothesis correct?
- If you were to do this experiment again… would you change anything? Did this project give you any ideas about future experiments?
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